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Classification: Public
Key Decision: No

Gravesham Borough Council

Report to: Cabinet

Date: 21 February 2022

Reporting officer: Daniel Killian, Director (Housing)

Subject: Kent Homeless Connect

Purpose and summary of report: 
To inform Cabinet of a decision recently taken by Kent County Council to allow the Kent 
Homeless Connect contract, which provides specialist housing and support to vulnerable 
people and households, to come to its natural end in September 2022 and to outline the 
impact this decision is likely to have locally. 

Recommendations:
1. Cabinet notes the KCC decision and agrees to form a working group to engage with 

the current providers over the coming months to fully understand the impact locally 
and explore the potential of protecting the current service provision through alternative 
ways of working outside of Gravesham Borough Council funding. 

Key Implications:
Item Implications
Legal The Council has a statutory duty to provide temporary 

accommodation to those in priority need. Failure to do so could 
result in a legal challenge to the Council. 

Finance and Value for 
Money

It is estimated that, as a result of the cessation of the contract, the 
public sector will inherit costs in the region of £8,049,600 per 
annum, far exceeding the cost-saving of £5,072,180 made by 
KCC. In summary, it is estimated that for every pound saved 
through the cessation of the contract, £1.59 will need to be spent 
elsewhere to provide services to the individuals that benefit from 
the Kent Homeless Connect service. These costs will be 
distributed amongst KCC, districts, and the NHS. 

In addition to the cost to the public sector, there will be a loss of 
an additional £1,348,224 in economic value and £563,616 in 
social value.  Economic value refers to the net growth in the local 
economy from, for example, the improvement in the mental health 
of homeless risk individuals supported by the service.  Social 
value includes wider social benefits, such as reduced crime and 
increased safety.

Additional analysis is required to fully understand the full impact to 
Gravesham, which will be undertaken by the working group.  
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Corporate Plan #1 – People 
Commitment – Safeguard Residents – put in place a package of 
housing measures and creative interventions that support the 
most vulnerable.  

Climate Change N/A

1. Background

1.1 The current Kent Homeless Connect contract was established in 2019 by Kent 
County Council (KCC) and replaced a range of Housing Related Support (HRS) 
services for vulnerable homeless adults, offenders, and young people. 

1.2 In creating the business case to review the HRS services it was providing at the 
time, KCC sought to reconfigure the service areas for vulnerable adults to 
rationalise, redesign and commission a flexible, coherent service, based on 
outcomes and ultimately, generate efficiency savings. A copy of the report can be 
found in Appendix 2. 

1.3 The report recognised that whilst district authorities have a statutory responsibility 
with regards to homelessness, the vulnerable cohort that the redesign of the KRS 
services was seeking to assist rarely qualified for assistance from the district 
authority as their needs go above and beyond just housing and therefore, beyond 
the responsibility of a district authority.  

1.4 As outlined in the original report, due to the level of support required, it was felt 
that if left unsupported by KCC, it would place a burden on other support services 
offered by KCC such as Specialist Children's Services, Adult Mental Health, and 
Safeguarding if no such service existed. In addition to this, other public agencies 
such as NHS, Probation Services, Community Safety, Public Health, etc. would 
also see additional burdens.   

1.5 KCC's recent decision to allow the Kent Homeless Connect contract to come to its 
natural end in September 2022 and not be replaced with an alternative model, 
was done so in isolation and without any consultation with either the district 
authorities or the other supporting partner agencies. In fact, prior to announcing 
their decision, KCC had established a working group that Gravesham formed part 
of to create the tender document for the replacement contract. 

1.6 Despite robust lobbying by Kent Leaders to review their decision and protect the 
current service model until a full impact analysis had been undertaken, KCC has 
continued regardless and is still proposing the cessation of this service. 

2. Kent Homeless Connect Contract

2.1 The Kent Homeless Connect (KHC) service is currently available to vulnerable 
adults living in Kent, aged 18 and over, with complex support needs (such as 
mental ill-health, substance misuse problems, or learning difficulties) who are:

2.1.1 Rough sleeping – sleeping outdoors or in a makeshift structure

2.1.2 Homeless – living in temporary housing or sofa surfing

2.1.3 At the risk of becoming homeless – at risk of eviction
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2.2 The service also helps those move away from homelessness for good, by bringing 
together elements of outreach, supported accommodation, and floating support to 
offer tailored support to:

2.2.1 vulnerable people

2.2.2 enable them to be healthy

2.2.3 find a stable home

2.2.4 Manage their tenancy or their finances.

2.3 The current service believes in working in partnership with the people they serve 
and together they build on confidence and skills whilst finding ways to break the 
cycle of negative life experiences. 

2.4 The Kent Homeless Connect service within Gravesham and neighbouring 
boroughs (Dartford and Swale) is delivered by two commissioned partners – 
Porchlight and Look Ahead who work with a network of organisations, cutting 
across geographical and service boundaries, to tackle homelessness and rough 
sleeping in the County. Local government, charities, housing, health, and social 
care teams all work together to coordinate a response and support our local 
communities. 

2.5 The Homelessness Code of Guidance for Local Authorities, published by DLUCH 
states (at paras 17.48 -17.62) that housing authorities are advised to develop 
policies for the procurement and allocation of accommodation which will help 
ensure that suitability requirements, including the location of the accommodation, 
are met. 

2.6 The current KHC contract collaborates resources to where they are needed most 
so that support can be provided to vulnerable people as quickly as possible. The 
main aim of the service is to help people who are at risk of losing their homes, 
providing the necessary support to enable service users to obtain housing.  The 
contact also supports people who are sleeping rough by finding them safe housing 
and giving them help with finances, employment, improving their health, and their 
daily needs. 

3. Current Position

3.1 Within Gravesham, the Kent Homeless Connect service operates two supported 
accommodation facilities, offering 13 individual supported housing units. Given 
how the service operates, supported accommodation is not ring-fenced for 
customers that originate from a particular borough within the county, and 
therefore, whilst there are 13 units within Gravesham, currently 9 of these units 
are being occupied by Gravesham residents, with the remaining 4 being from 
other boroughs.  

3.2 Within the service, there is a large supported housing facility located in Swale and 
this facility has 60 individual units in total. In the past, Gravesham has made 
numerous referrals to this provision, predominantly through the 'Everyone In' 
initiative at the start of the pandemic, but also where local provision couldn't 
accept someone in need of support at short notice. Despite the original remit of 
KHC being for those with low to medium needs this has more often been the case 
that we are working with those that have far more challenging requirements.  

3.3 Since April 2019, the accommodation in Swale has accommodated 6 households 
from Gravesham within the scheme of which 5 are still there.  Whilst living within 
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this facility, support workers focus on four key areas with residents, including 
money advice, physical health, mental health, and substance misuse.  

4. Look Ahead Service Provider

4.1 Look Ahead provides supported housing, but they also offer support services too 
such as tenancy sustainment, community support, prevention support, and rough 
sleeping outreach services in the framework.  Some of these areas are sub-
contracted to other providers including Porchlights delivery of the rough sleeping 
service within Gravesham. Since the start of the contract, Look Ahead has 
received 708 referrals from Gravesham, across all service areas. 

4.2 When a referral is made, clients are triaged, assessed, and assigned a key worker 
depending on location, nature of support, need, and vulnerability.  Look Ahead 
also offers a waiting list for supported accommodation and their contracted 
homeless prevention resources work with the customer to either prevent their 
homelessness differently or until they obtain a vacancy within a supported 
provision.  

4.3 There are 13 units of supported accommodation in Gravesham of which nine are 
residents from within the borough.  The other four residents are from surrounding 
boroughs. All clients who are currently in KHC supported accommodation in 
Gravesend have been assessed and achieved a RAG rating of red concluding 
that they had a combination of high support needs and risks. Combined with the 
five placements in Swale, Gravesham currently has 14 people in supported 
accommodation. 

4.4 There have been 241 accommodation referrals into Look Ahead accommodation.  
The support service has provided 98 households with alternative accommodation 
resulting in successful homeless prevention work. 

5. Porchlight Service Provider

5.1 Porchlight offers a range of support to customers, commissioned as part of the 
Kent Homeless Connect service and their team operates 3 drop-in sessions a 
week within Gravesham and a weekly vulnerable female drop-in in partnership 
with the Medaille trust.  They also deliver outreach support weekly, creating risk 
assessment /safety plans and support plans for rough sleepers. These can 
include advocacy, DWP support, and training/leading on modern-day slavery. 
Porchlight delivers a helpline and there have been 348 referrals through this line 
of households stating they are homeless or at threat of being homeless

5.2 Since the KHC contract commenced, there have been 503 referrals into the 
Porchlight service. Referrals can be made by anyone including professionals, the 
customer themselves and these would be triaged to determine whether the person 
is vulnerable and has a primary and additional need e.g. homeless and using 
substances.  These referrals have resulted in 363 individuals being supported by 
Porchlight which is in addition to the service Gravesham also provides locally 
(some clients had multiple referrals into Porchlight which is the reason for the 
difference between the number of referrals and those being supported). Of the 
503 initial referrals, there have been 459 onward referrals that can include GP, 
social services, drug and alcohol support, or other support agencies.  

6. Local Impact within Gravesham 

6.1 The delivery of tenancy support will leave a significant gap within existing 
provisions and failure to provide this within the borough could result in loss of 
tenancies resulting in homelessness.  This will be an additional burden for the 
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local authority homeless team and the risk of street homelessness for those that 
do not meet the threshold for priority need under the Housing Act 1996 (amended 
2002).  This would undo the good work achieved by national rough sleeping 
services and go against the directive from the government to end rough sleeping 
by 2027.

6.2 The loss of supported accommodation services will result in 14 single Gravesham 
residents being faced with losing their homes and support.  This will put pressure 
onto the council housing registers and import needs into existing stock where 
these households require more than just general needs housing as all 14 are 
considered to have complex needs (drug and alcohol abuse, mental health, etc.). 
In addition, with 26 supported accommodation referrals on the waiting list and 50 
households receiving tenancy support from the prevention team, these 
households will need intervention from the district council whether this is to 
sustain a home or source a new suitable housing pathway.

6.3 Gravesham has limited access to the private sector and only a small proportion of 
move-on options meaning that residents in crisis will have fewer housing options 
available to them placing an additional burden on local authorities, temporary 
accommodation, and scarce social housing. 

6.4 There may be an assumption that the loss of these services can be picked up at 
the district level however, as a general needs provider, with an increasing platform 
of homelessness, this will be challenging.  As Councils ‘mop-up’ the aftermath of 
lockdown, the lift on the ban of evictions, and the introduction of the Domestic 
Abuse Act this will give additional pressure on already demanding and challenging 
workloads.   

6.5 The greatest impact will be on vulnerable single people who already have barriers 
when faced with accessing accommodation with a single room rent allowance. 
The loss of valuable accommodation options will affect those people significantly.

7. Financial Impact and Next Steps

7.1 The current service providers have used The Greater Manchester Combined 
Authority (GMCA) Research Team’s cost-benefit analysis (CBA) methodology to 
estimate the potential fiscal cost (costs only to the public sector) per annum to 
KCC, districts, and the NHS as a result of the cessation of the Kent Homeless 
Connect (KHC) service. A copy of their analysis can be found in Appendix 3.  

7.2 Their initial findings suggest that for every £1 saved by KCC through the cessation 
of the KHC contract, £1.59 will need to be spent by the public sector across the 
County by various agencies, estimated to be a fiscal cost of £8m per year with the 
largest proportion of that cost being borne by district authorities. 

7.3 To understand the financial, social, and economic impact locally, it is proposed 
that Cabinet endorse the creation of a working group, chaired by Cabinet Member 
for Housing Services, to ensure that sufficient information is generated and 
supplied to the KCC Cabinet Member responsible for the portfolio to be 
considered over the coming months as part of the Equality Impact Assessment 
(EqIA) KCC is responsible to complete.  The working group will also be 
responsible to try and establish an alternative service delivery model at no 
additional cost to the local authority.

7.4 The Director (Housing) will liaise with the current service providers to schedule 
working group meetings and will extend the invite to third sector partners. 
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7.5 Discussions have also taken place with Department for Levelling-up, Communities 
& Housing (DLUCH) and potential future funding assistance to help mitigate the 
impact the KCC decision is likely to have on services to single people.  They have 
confirmed that whilst it is possible to include additional resources that would 
ordinarily assist with the rough sleeping delivery, there are no guarantees that this 
will be approved as ultimately, they do not want to fund services that KCC have a 
responsibility to deliver (Mental Health, Public Health, etc.).   

8. Appendices

8.1 The following documents are to be published with the report: 

8.2 Appendix 2 - VULNERABLE HOMELESSNESS SERVICE REDESIGN REPORT

9. Background Documents 

9.1 The following background documents were used: 

9.2 VULNERABLE HOMELESSNESS SERVICE REDESIGN – Kent County Council 
Adult Social Care Cabinet Committee – 23 November 2017

9.3

Lead Officer: Daniel Killian, Director (Housing)

Email: daniel.killian@gravesham.gov.uk
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Secondary Implications
Risk Assessment KCC’s decision to cease the KHC contract, and not replace the current service 

provision is likely to have a significant impact on budgets, workloads and 
homelessness figures. To mitigate the impact, a working group will be formed to 
ensure that KCC is provided with relevant and meaningful data to be considered as 
part of the EqIA they are required to do. 

A data protection impact assessment (DPIA) should be carried out at the start of 
any major project involving the use of personal data or if you are making a 
significant change to an existing process. 

a. Does the project/change being recommended through this paper involve the 
processing of personal data or special category data or criminal offence data? 
A definition of each type of data can be found on the Information 
Commissioner’s Office website via the above links.
No

b. If yes to question a, have you completed and attached a DPIA including Data 
Protection Officer advice?
n/a

Data Protection 
Impact Assessment

c. If no to question b, please seek advice from your nominated DPIA assessor or 
the Information Governance Team at gdpr@medway.gov.uk.
n/a

a. Does the decision being made or recommended through this paper have 
potential to cause adverse impact or discriminate against different groups in the 
community? If yes, please explain answer.
No

b. Does the decision being made or recommended through this paper make a 
positive contribution to promoting equality? If yes, please explain answer.
n/a

Equality Impact 
Assessment

In submitting this report, the Chief Officer doing so is confirming that they have 
given due regard to the equality impacts of the decision being considered, as noted 
in the table above

Crime and Disorder The provision of suitable housing related support and specialist accommodation 
reduces the risk of households becoming homeless which helps prevent them 
being victims of crime or becoming involved in criminal activities.

Digital and website 
implications

None

Safeguarding 
children and 
vulnerable adults

The provision of suitable housing related support and specialist accommodation 
contributes towards meeting the needs of / safeguard children and vulnerable 
adults by providing appropriate and safe accommodation. 
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From: Graham Gibbens, Cabinet Member for Adult Social 
Care

Anu Singh, Corporate Director, Adult Social Care and 
Health

To: Adult Social Care Cabinet Committee – 23 November 
2017

Subject: VULNERABLE HOMELESSNESS SERVICE 
REDESIGN 

Classification: Unrestricted

Decision Number:                                17/00074

Past Pathway of Paper: Adult Social Care Directorate Management Team – 23 
August 2017
Strategic Commissioning Board – 5 October 2017
Commissioning Advisory Board – 23 October 2017

Future Pathway of Paper:

Electoral Division: All

Summary: Adult social care contracts for Housing Related Support Services for vulnerable 
homeless adults will expire in September 2018. Contracts for similar services for young 
people expire in April 2018. 

This creates an excellent opportunity to develop a new all age vulnerable homelessness 
strategy that will articulate an associated commissioning programme for vulnerable 
homelessness. The strategy will enable the redesign of these support services which in turn 
will improve outcomes for vulnerable people, and protect statutory provision through working 
more collaboratively with partners to deliver more targeted, effective, efficient and innovative 
services.

Recommendations: The Adult Social Care Cabinet Committee is asked to CONSIDER the 
information provided about current homelessness services, ENDORSE the development of 
an all age Vulnerable Homelessness Strategy and AGREE to the commencement of an 
aligned commissioning process to develop reconfigured models of provision for vulnerable 
homeless young people and adults, to be operational from October 2018.

1. Introduction

1.1 The Council currently commissions a range of Housing Related Support (HRS) 
Services for vulnerable homeless adults, offenders and young people.  The services 
enable vulnerable people to avoid or recover from homelessness to acquire the skills 
they need to lead successful lives, including managing money, staying safe and finding 
work or training.

1.2 The adult services contracts end in September 2018 with no further opportunity to 
extend, whilst contracts for young people expire in 1 April 2018.

1.3 In relation to HRS commissioning and provision our priority considerations are that:-
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 There is a primacy of support for Children in Care and Care Leavers in line 
with the Council’s corporate parenting duties

 Priority is given to those areas where HRS is able to prevent the need for 
people to be placed in residential care and/or enables people to be placed in 
institutional care

 Where HRS can prevent pressure on other budgets e.g. homelessness in 
vulnerable people and domestic abuse

1.4 The Adult Social Care Cabinet Committee has previously indicated its agreement to the 
reconfiguration of HRS Services for vulnerable adults to rationalise, redesign and 
commission a flexible, coherent service, based on outcomes.

1.5 A recent review has also identified an opportunity to improve the current 
accommodation for Children in Care and Care Leavers.  A similar paper is to be 
considered by Children, Young People and Education Cabinet Committee on 22 
November 2017.

1.6 The creation of an all age Vulnerable Homeless Strategy would enable the opportunity 
for both adults and children’s provision to be considered together.

2. Strategic Statement and Policy Framework 

2.1 In its Strategic Statement for 2015-2020, Increasing Opportunities, Improving 
Outcomes the Council sets out how the lives of Kent residents can be improved by 
ensuring every pound spent in Kent is delivering better outcomes for residents, 
communities and businesses.

2.2 The delivery of HRS Services support the Council to reach its three strategic 
outcomes:-

Strategic Outcome 1 Children and young people get the best start in life

Strategic Outcome 2 Communities benefit from economic growth by being in 
work, healthy and enjoying a good quality of life

Strategic Outcome 3: Older and vulnerable residents are safe and supported 
with choices to live independently

2.3 The Council’s Sufficiency Strategy describes its approach to providing secure, safe and 
appropriate accommodation to Children in Care, Care Leavers and Homeless 16/17 
year olds.

2.4 The responsibility for statutory homelessness sits with Kent’s districts and boroughs 
duties are executed under the Homelessness Act 2002.  These responsibilities will 
change under the Homelessness Reduction Act, with effect from 1 April 2018. 

2.5 Through statutory homelessness provision vulnerable people are rarely eligible for 
assistance other than advice and guidance.  However due to their complex and 
multiple needs this can lead to pressures on the Council’s statutory services, for 
example residential care placement, if they are left unsupported. 

2.6 The Council’s HRS Services for vulnerable homeless adults prevents this escalation 
and supports delivery of the Kent Community Safety Agreement. 
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3. Contractual Arrangements

3.1 The Council currently contracts with nine providers to deliver 26 support services for 
vulnerable homeless adults.  The current contract value of these services for 17/18 is 
£4,152k.  At any one time approximately 1,500 households are being helped in these 
services.  The County Council also contracts with two providers to deliver nine support 
services for offenders at a cost of £629k in 17/18.  The services can support 80 
individuals at a time. 

3.2 The delivery models employed are supported housing, floating support and outreach 
services.

4. Context

4.1 Government data shows an increase in homelessness in the general population in Kent 
and this is a reflection of a national picture. 

4.2 Commissioned services for vulnerable homeless people and offenders have similarly 
experienced an increase in demand, exacerbated by:

 Increasing complexity of need, and 
 Increase in difficulty to access move on accommodation from supported 

housing

4.3 Whilst efficiencies have been found in recent years, and revised arrangements have 
been negotiated with providers to maximise the impact of these services within their 
current contracts, they largely remain in the legacy models that the Council inherited 
from the former Supporting People regime in 2003.

4.4 In these models, services operate in isolation, are not networked together and lack the 
flexibility to offer the new and innovative interventions that those with the most complex 
needs require e.g. Housing First, psychologically informed environments, trauma 
informed care.

5. Key Issues

5.1 There is an opportunity to put into place a pathway of provision to tackle homelessness 
through a joint commissioning and procurement process between Children’s and Adults 
Services.  

5.2 HRS for young people will be refocused upon statutory service users and 16/17 year 
olds that are homeless to support the Council in its corporate parenting duty.

5.3 This will precipitate a requirement for future HRS Services for vulnerable homeless 
adults to include those of 18 years and above who are no longer eligible to be 
supported by young people services.  Support to vulnerable offenders who are over 18 
should be considered at the same time. 

5.4 The timetabling of the commissioning for the new young people’s and adults services 
will need to be aligned in order to affect a smooth transfer to the new arrangements. 

5.5 An all-age Vulnerable Homelessness Strategy will enable the Council to articulate this 
intention clearly and move on to commission integrated homelessness services, which 
will work towards rationalising current provision to offer greater consistency and range 
of support across the county.
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5.6 There is scope to reconfigure and reshape services for adults to deliver in a more 
outcomes focused manner and potential to attract inward investment from those 
agencies that also benefit e.g. Police, Probation, Public Health, NHS, CCGs, District 
and Borough Councils, reflective of their original funding sources.

5.7 Initial conversations with key stakeholders indicates an interest in commissioning 
collaboratively, gaining more strategic oversight and strengthening the preventative 
function, further reducing the overall crisis burden on public services.

6. Alternatives and Options

6.1 (1) Do nothing. The Adult Social Care Cabinet Committee has already indicated its 
commitment to supporting vulnerable homeless people.  Doing nothing and allowing 
these contracts to end will almost certainly increase a disproportionate burden on other 
operational services and directorates, including Specialist Children’s Services, Adult 
Mental Health and Safeguarding Teams.  Key agencies such as NHS, District and 
Borough Councils, Community Safety, Public Health, Police, Probation and Fire and 
Rescue will also be adversely affected.

(2) Recommission services in their current guise. To recommission these services in 
their current configuration would be to perpetuate the duplication and gaps of the 
present.  Services would continue to operate in isolation without clear pathways for 
people needing the service, and the opportunity to innovate, simplify and reach a 
greater number of homeless people to keep pace with rising demand would be lost. 
The opportunity to align the commissioning for adults alongside that for young people 
would be lost.

(3) Integrated commissioning. This model will deliver better consistency, coverage and 
value for money by reducing duplication and creating a comprehensive network of 
provision, and represents the best opportunity to align children and adults 
commissioning.

7. Financial Implications

7.1 The new commissioning will provide opportunities for savings to be explored via the 
revised model and a joined up pathway of provision.

7.2 It is anticipated that by commissioning collaboratively, efficiencies can be made to 
deliver a greater range of interventions within the funding envelope, targeting 
prevention work and a greater efficacy in the service.

8. Legal Implications

8.1 Under the Children’s Act 1989, the Council has a legal duty to provide safe and 
suitable accommodation for Children in Care and to provide Care Leavers with support 
in relation to maintaining suitable accommodation. 

8.2 The Council will continue to meet its obligations under the Care Act 2014, namely to 
ensure that every resident over the age of 18 can have a social care assessment and 
that any assessed, eligible need will be met.
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9. Equality Implications

9.1 To ensure we understand and make reasonable adjustments, a full equalities impact 
assessment will be undertaken and will accompany the subsequent formal decision 
report.

10 Implementation Proposals

10.1 The following timetable is proposed to ensure an allied transition between service 
models for young people and adults. 

Proposed Timetable
Adult Social Care and Health Cabinet Committee 23 November 2017

Analyse and Consultation Phase November – December 
2017

Joint Draft Procurement Plan January 2018
Joint Market Engagement January – March 2018
Adult Social Care and Health Cabinet Committee 9 March 2018
Joint Procurement – Tender Publication and 
Evaluation March – June 2018

Contract Award June 2018
Mobilisation Period July – September 2018
Contract Commencement 1 October 2018

11. Recommendation(s)

11.1 Recommendations: The Adult Social Care Cabinet Committee is asked to CONSIDER 
the information provided about current homelessness services, ENDORSE the development 
of an all age Vulnerable Homelessness Strategy and AGREE to the commencement of an 
aligned commissioning process to develop reconfigured models of provision for vulnerable 
homeless young people and adults, to be operational from October 2018.

12. Background Documents

None

13. Report Author
Melanie Anthony
Commissioning Manager 
03000 417208
melanie.anthony@kent.gov.uk

Relevant Director
Vincent Godfrey 
Strategic Commissioner
03000 419045
vincent.godfrey@kent.gov.uk
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Appendix 3 

Methodology

Porchlight have used The Greater Manchester Combined Authority (GMCA) Research Team’s cost benefit analysis 
(CBA) methodology in order to estimate the potential fiscal cost (costs only to the public sector) per annum to KCC, 
districts and the NHS as result of the cessation of the Kent Homeless Connect (KHC) service. 

The methodology has become nationally leading in its approach to articulating the fiscal value of interventions and 
was adopted as supplementary guidance to HM Treasury’s Green Book in 2014.

The Unit Cost Database, alongside Porchlight’s internal data, has been used to estimate the increased use of 
statutory services associated with the cessation of the contract and associated costs. 

Findings

It is estimated that, as a result of cessation of the contract, the public sector will inherit costs in the region of 
£8,049,600 per annum, far exceeding the cost saving of £5,072,180 made by KCC. In short, for every pound saved 
through the cessation of the contract, £1.59 will need to be spent elsewhere to provide services to the individuals 
that benefit from the Kent Homeless Connect service. These costs will be distributed amongst KCC, districts and the 
NHS. 

In addition to the cost to the public sector, there will be a loss of an additional £1,348,224 in economic value and 
£563,616 of social value.  Economic value refers to the net growth in the local economy from, for example, the 
improvement in mental health of homeless risk individuals supported by the service.  Social value includes wider 
social benefits, such as reduced crime and increased safety.

KCC will incur a fiscal cost of £1,253,638 per annum, of which £47,388 is associated with services to homeless risk 
clients and £1,206,250 is associated with services to clients within supported accommodation. Costs include:

 The cost to the criminal justice system of Serious and Multiple Disadvantage individuals being unsupported
 The cost to the criminal justice system of individuals who misuse drugs and experience 

homelessness/housing instability being unable to work towards recovery
 The cost to social care of individuals currently accessing KHC who experience mental ill-health and who 

would require alternative provision 
 The cost to social care of clients with complex needs who currently access KHC but would instead require an 

at home care package
 A proportion of the cost of telephone-based advice provided by Porchlight’s helpline

Districts will incur a fiscal cost of £3,344,364 per annum, of which £2,277,357is associated with services to 
homeless risk clients and £1,067,007 is associated with services to clients within supported accommodation. Costs 
include:

 The cost to homelessness services of Serious and Multiple Disadvantage individuals being unsupported
 The cost of advice and support provided to homeless risk clients
 The cost of a proportion of supported accommodation clients returning to rough sleeping
 The cost of statutory homelessness applications being made by homeless risk clients who would have 

accessed support through KHC.

Local NHS systems will incur a fiscal cost of £2,543,445 per annum, of which £453,606 is associated with services 
to homeless risk clients and £2,089,839 is associated with services to clients with supported accommodation. 
Costs include:

 The cost to the health system of Serious and Multiple Disadvantage clients being unsupported
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 The cost to the criminal justice system of individuals who misuse drugs and/or alcohol and experience 
homelessness/housing instability being unable to work towards recovery

 The cost to the health system of individuals who would be unable to make improvements to their mental 
health

 The cost to the health system of individuals who would be unable to make improvements to their physical 
health 

 A proportion of the cost of telephone-based advice provided by Porchlight’s helpline
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Classification: Public
Key Decision: No

Gravesham Borough Council

Report to: Cabinet

Date: 21st February 2022 

Reporting officer: Melanie Norris, Director (Communities) 

Subject: Queen’s Platinum Jubilee

Purpose and summary of report: 
To present Members of Cabinet with an update of the events that will take place to mark the 
occasion of the Queens Platinum Jubilee

Recommendations:
The report is for information purposes only

Key Implications:
Item Implications
Legal None

Finance and Value for 
Money

The funding requirement for these events is expected to be in the 
region of £132,000. 
£105,000 is to be financed by existing COMF monies with
£9,000 met from existing budgets held for leisure and the town 
centre and £18,000 met by the Corporate Priorities Reserve.

Corporate Plan These events for the Queens Platinum Jubilee help against our 
commitments in the Corporate Plan for a Carbon Neural Borough, 
Improving the Local Environment, Creating Clean, welcoming 
Neighbourhoods and Parks and an Attractive Town Centre, along 
with improving resident well-being and developing a cohesive and 
resilient community.

Climate Change Planting trees is one of the efficient and effective ways to fight 
climate change.  Trees absorb carbon dioxide from the 
atmosphere as they grow and by doing so help to reduce CO2 
levels in our environment.  Mature trees can absorb up to 150kg of 
CO2
In addition to this, trees also play a crucial role in regulating local 
climates, providing food and shelter for animals, preventing soil 
erosion and helping to regulate water supplies.  For example a 
mature British Oak tree can support up to 2300 species.
UK green spaces remove up to 1.3 billion kg’s of air pollution each 
year.
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1. Introduction 

1.1 In 2022, her Majesty the Queen will become the first British Monarch to celebrate 
a Platinum Jubilee, seventy years of service, having accented to the throne on 6th 
February 1952 when her majesty was 25 years old

1.2 There will be a year long Platinum Jubilee celebrations throughout the UK, the 
Commonwealth and around the world as communities and people come together 
to celebrate The Queens historic reign.  Throughout the year, Her Majesty and 
members of the Royal Family will travel around the country to undertake a variety 
of engagements to mark this historic occasion culminating with the focal point of 
the Platinum Jubilee weekend in June

1.3 An extended bank holiday, from Thursday 2 to Sunday 5 June, will provide an 
opportunity for communities and people throughout the UK to come together to 
celebrate the historic milestone across the four days, the celebrations will include 
public events and community activities, as well as national marks of reflection on 
the Queens 70 years of service.

2. Gravesham Events planned for the Queens Platinum Jubilee

The Queen’s Green Canopy

2.1 This nationwide programme encourages individuals, community groups, schools, 
businesses and councils to create a network of trees that will help support the 
environment and fight the climate crisis

2.2 As part of this scheme the council has the following projects for Gravesham:-

2.3 Woodlands Park – mature and standard tree planting, along with hedgerow 
planting (approx 1000) – See Appendix 1 for planting scheme

2.3.1 We will also develop a sensory garden to replace the broken and unused 
crazy golf course in Woodlands park – See Appendix 2 for Sensory 
Garden plan

2.4 Windmill Hill – Refurbishment of the beacon and once reinstated a flower bed 
around the base of the beacon.

2.4.1 New seating to installed on the hill (Mindful moments) – See appendix 3

2.4.2 Planting a tree at the top of Windmill Hill

2.5 Istead Rise – In conjunction with The Rotary Club 70 trees (whips) will be planted 
in one area of the park to be decided

2.5.1 Introducing a curved bench to promote good health in conjunction with 
MIND or CALM charities

2.5.2 Hedging will also be planted around the park (500)

2.6 Culverstone – 1200 trees (whips) will be planted and also a curved bend to held 
mental health (working with MIND or CALM charities)
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2.7 Camer Park – Tree Planting throughout the woodland space (600) and installation 
of new play equipment

2.8 Generic – Spring bulb planting – thousands of spring bulbs have been planted at 
various locations across the Borough such as Perry Street, Lawrence Square, 
Carl Ekman House/Shepherd Street/Valley Drive and Whitehall.

2.9 In addition sprayed on painted crowns will appear in greens spaces similar to the 
successful poppy scheme around Remembrance Day

2.10 Ten standard trees will be planted across the Borough and the Council will work 
with Parish councils and communities to arrange the location

2.11 Social Housing – An easy to maintain tree will be planted in the grounds of an 
empty property, that has an appropriate garden as part of the void works.  The 
incoming tenant will be notified of the significance.

2.12 All trees and hedging will be added to The Queens green canopy map and 
appropriate signage provided by Royal British Legion industries will be added at 
key locations (see appendix 3)

3. Events 

3.1 The Council will hold the biggest street party on 26th May at the Community 
Square, inviting schools to take part and also inviting residents who were born in 
1952 to attend.  The Lower Square will be full of trestle tables and we will provide 
a picnic lunch and entertainment from a stage erected at the lower end of the 
square.  The event will be in partnership with Cohesion + and the Mayor of 
Gravesham will host the party and lead the celebrations.

4. Beacon Lighting

4.1 The Council will take part in the Platinum Jubilee Beacons.  The United Kingdom 
has a long tradition of celebrating Royal Jubilees, weddings and coronations with 
the lighting of beacons which will continue to mark the Platinum Jubilee.  Over 
1,500 beacons will be lit throughout the UK, Channel Islands, Isle of Man and 
Overseas Territories.

4.2 For the first time, beacons will also be lit in each of the capital cities of the 
commonwealth.

4.3 The Beacon lighting will take place on 2nd June, with the official ceremony taking 
place at Windmill Hill, where the refurbished beacon will be lit.  The mobile beacon 
will also be lit at the Civic Centre.

5. Town Dressing

5.1 The Union Flags and bunting will go up in the Town Centre to celebrate St. 
George’s Day in April and then further official Platinum Jubilee flags will go up in 
May.  In addition, the community square will be decorated for the street party.

5.2 All planters and hanging baskets in the town centre will have a red  white and blue 
scheme for 2022 to add to the dressing

5.3 The community group Urban Knitters are also knitting mementoes of the 
celebrations which will be placed in locations around town for residents to find and 
keep as a souvenir of the celebrations (see appendix 5)
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5.4 We will also have a month long celebration in the St. George’s Arts Centre with an 
exhibition of the Boroughs royal connections and artist led workshops where 
residents can learn how to make dressings and crowns for the royal celebration.

6. Appendices

6.1 The following documents are to be published with the report: 

APPENDIX 1 Planting Scheme

APPENDIX 2 Sensory Garden

APPENDIX 3 New seating to installed on the hill (Mindful moments)

APPENDIX 4 Knitted decorations – crown and queen

APPENDIX 5 Previous jubilee celebration

7. Background Documents 

7.1 There are no background documents.

7.2 The following background documents were used: 

Lead Officer: Melanie Norris

Email: Melanie.norris@gravesham.gov.uk
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Secondary Implications
Risk Assessment The appropriate paperwork will be completed for all events and planting of the 

green canopy

A data protection impact assessment (DPIA) should be carried out at the start of 
any major project involving the use of personal data or if you are making a 
significant change to an existing process. 

a. Does the project/change being recommended through this paper involve the 
processing of personal data or special category data or criminal offence data? 
A definition of each type of data can be found on the Information 
Commissioner’s Office website via the above links.
No

b. If yes to question a, have you completed and attached a DPIA including Data 
Protection Officer advice?
Not applicable

Data Protection 
Impact Assessment

c. If no to question b, please seek advice from your nominated DPIA assessor or 
the Information Governance Team at gdpr@medway.gov.uk.
Not applicable

a. Does the decision being made or recommended through this paper have 
potential to cause adverse impact or discriminate against different groups in the 
community? If yes, please explain answer.
No

b. Does the decision being made or recommended through this paper make a 
positive contribution to promoting equality? If yes, please explain answer.
Yes, a number of parks are being improved through the Queens Green Canopy, 
with a number in urban areas, which adjoin deprived communities.  This will 
give families access to good quality parks and open spaces, including new and 
improved play facilities in various sites.
The street party will include children from schools within the Borough and many 
of those schools in and around the Civic Centre contain children from many 
different cultural backgrounds, who will come together in celebration of a 
monarch who has always been a true supporter of the Commonwealth 
countries.

Equality Impact 
Assessment

In submitting this report, the Chief Officer doing so is confirming that they have 
given due regard to the equality impacts of the decision being considered, as noted 
in the table above

Crime and Disorder The changes to parks and open spaces will be in full consultation with Kent police 
colleagues to ensure crime and anti-social behaviour is taken into account in the 
design of the wooded areas and play equipment.

Digital and website 
implications

All events will be advertised through our website and social media channels

Safeguarding 
children and 
vulnerable adults

A full events plan will be considered at our Safety Advisory Group which will ensure 
full safeguarding considerations are taken into account
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2.1  Site Location

2.1.1	 Woodlands	Park	is	a	15	acre	park	accessible	off	
of Dashwood and Wroutham Road. The park is within 
the Gravesham District and was established in 1884. 

2.1.2  The northern end of the park is a newly 
renovated play area, bowling green and tennis courts. 
south of the tennis courts is a crazy golf course with 
scattered	trees.	The	southern	end	of	the	park	is	a	large	
open	green	space	with	a	boundary	of	scattered	trees	and	
metal	railing	fence.	In	and	amongst	the	scattered	trees	
on the western boundary is outside gym equipment. 

2.1.3  The site is surrounded by residentail 
development, with a hotel and Public House on the 
north	 eastern	 corner.	 	 The	 park	 is	 gently	 undulating	
east-west.

2.1.4  There is a footpath running north west - south 
east through the park south of the crazy golf course. The 
area	bighlighted	as	the	location	for	the	commemorative		
Queens	Green	Canopy	(QGC)	tree	planting	is	shown	in	
red	on	the	map	to	the	left.

Gravesham 
District
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map
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to grow new trees
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communities

UK 
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up to 1.3 billion kg’s of air 
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mature British Oak tree 
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Woodlands Park in the modern dayWoodlands Park in 1940
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The subject site as existing has a visally open boundary with the wider setting of the site.  This is 
physically enclosed by a post and rail fence around the perimeter.

There are a number of mature trees within the site itself and the wider setting of the park.
 
The proposals will seek to enhance the setting of the park and provide the next 50-100 years of 
tree cover.  

All of the planting will be native, to support the local fauna and flora whilst aiding biodiversity 
across the site.

A number of smaller trees, shrubs and bulbs will be proposed to create an understorey to the more 
mature tree specimens suggested.
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The remnants of the crazy golf centre, lend themselves to 
being re-worked as many potential uses for play,  over the 
next three pages we explore possible ideas.

This page focuses on the re-use as a‘dog agility’ course.  

This would be within an enclosed area of the park, where 
dogs would not be able to venture into the wider setting 
of the park.  

This would be a positive use for the existing hard landscape 
to be retained on the site and reduce costs for removing 
these items.
 
The proposed planting would create a more intimate, 
enclosed setting whilst providing a stronger sylvan 
character within this area of the park.

Dog Agility
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Archaeology Excavation Trail Fairy Garden
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Activity Exercise Trail for 
Kids

Cycle Track
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Betula pendula Sobus torminalis Pinus sylvestris Pinus sylvestris Beuvronensis
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Mixed Native HM1
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Native Shade SM2

Native Shade SM2

Native Shade SM2

Native Sun SM1

Native Sun SM1

Native Sun SM1

116 No.N p 'L'

232 No.N p 'L'18 No.N p 'L'

111 No.GAL NIV111 No.GAL NIV

Native Sun SM1

0 1 5 10 20
Metres

5 No.BET PEN

1 No.SORTO

5 No.PINSYBE

9 No.PINSYBE

8 No.PINSYBE

9 No.PINSYBE

1 No.P sy

1 No.P sy

1 No.P sy

Total :132 -
4/m²CG3LPulmonaria longifolia39 -
4/m²CG2LLuzula sylvatica39 -
4/m²CGGalanthus nivalis27 -
4/m²CG5-7.5LDryopteris filix-mas27 -
DensitySpecificationPot SizeHeightSpeciesNumber

Native Shade SM2
Total :197 -

4/m²CG2LLuzula sylvatica68 -
4/m²CGGalanthus nivalis40 -
4/m²CG5-7.5LDryopteris affinis 'Crispa Congesta'21 -
4/m²CG3LCampanula glomerata 'Caroline'68 -
DensitySpecificationPot SizeHeightSpeciesNumber

Native Part Shade SM1
Total :151 -

4/m²CG5-7.5LSalix lanata16 -
4/m²CG1-1.5LPrimula vulgaris52 -
4/m²CG3LHelleborus foetidus31 -
4/m²CG1-1.5LDigitalis purpurea 'Dalmation Purple'52 -
DensitySpecificationPot SizeHeightSpeciesNumber

Native Sun SM1
Total :1452 -

0.3Ctr Double Staggered at 0.3m offsetOG80-100cmViburnum opulus73 -
0.3Ctr Double Staggered at 0.3m offsetOG80-100cmViburnum lantana44 -
0.3Ctr Double Staggered at 0.3m offsetOG80-100cmRosa rubiginosa73 -
0.3Ctr Double Staggered at 0.3m offsetOG80-100cmRosa canina73 -
0.3Ctr Double Staggered at 0.3m offsetOG80-100cmRosa arvensis29 -
0.3Ctr Double Staggered at 0.3m offsetOG80-100cmRhamnus cathartica29 -
0.3Ctr Double Staggered at 0.3m offsetOG80-100cmLigustrum vulgare217 -
0.3Ctr Double Staggered at 0.3m offset5LCG40-60cmIlex aquifolium73 -
0.3Ctr Double Staggered at 0.3m offsetOG80-100cmEuonymus europaeus44 -
0.3Ctr Double Staggered at 0.3m offsetOG80-100cmCrataegus monogyna362 -
0.3Ctr Double Staggered at 0.3m offsetOG80-100cmCorylus avellana362 -
0.3Ctr Double Staggered at 0.3m offsetOG80-100cmCornus sanguinea73 -
DensityPot SizeSpecificationHeightSpeciesNumber

Mixed Native Hedge Mix 1
Native10/m²10Narcissus pseudonarcissus 'Lobularis'366 -
Native10/m²10Galanthus nivalis222 -
DescriptionDensityBulb SizeSpeciesNumber

Bulbs
Native, RHS MeritCG60-80cmPinus sylvestris 'Beuvronensis'31 -
NativeCG250-300cmPinus sylvestris3 -
DescriptionSpecificationHeightSpeciesNumber

Conifers
FruitingNativeRB30-35cmWild Service TreeSorbus torminalisSORTO1 -

NativeCG :RB :Multi-Stemmed12-14cmCommon Silver BirchBetula pendulaBET PEN5 -
CharacteristicsRHS ValueSpecificationGirthCommon NameSpeciesAbbreviationNumber

Trees
Landscape Plant Schedule

NOTES
Topsoil
Topsoil imported to the site to be multi purpose topsoil to BS 3882:2015 with a minimum of 6% organic matter by dry weight.
i) Topsoil 300mm deep over 600mm deep thoroughly broken up subsoil for shrubs
ii) Topsoil 300mm deep over 900mm deep thoroughly broken up subsoil for trees
All tree pits to have Terracottem Arbor 3-1-7+ micro nutrients Fertiliser added to soil within tree pit.  Application Rate: 1.5g /
litre of soil.
Planting
All plants to be to National Plant Specification and BS8545:2014, Trees from nursery to independence in the landscape,
Recommendations and handled and planted to Handling and Establishing Landscape Plants (CPSE, 1994).
Trees to be staked with using a three multiple stake system. Stakes to be positioned around the rootball an equal distance
from the tree trunk. The tree is to be secured to the stakes with biodegradable hessian tree ties such as 'Holdfast Natural
Tree Tie' (or similar approved) to be used. The tree tie is to be threaded from the stake, around the tree trunk and back to
the same stake. This is done separately for each of the three stakes. Ties to be checked every four weeks and secured as
necessary.
All trees in soft landscape (10-12cm girth +) to have RootRain Urban irrigation system to be supplied and installed to
manufacturer's instructions after planting of each tree or watering bags (TreeGator watering bag or similar approved) to be
used.  Watering regime to comply with BS 8545:2014 recommendations (Annex G: Guidance on post planting management
and maintenance).
Shrubs to be planted at least 300mm from road or footpath kerbs.
Hedges to be planted as specified with an unplanted area each side as shown on the drawing.
All hedge plants to be protected by 600mm environmentally friendly spiral tree rabbit guards, such as 'Green-Tech Rainbow
Treebio Biodegradable Spiral Guard', fixed with 900mm bamboo cane. Ilex protected by biodegradable guard such as, 'True
Traders Natural Jute Barrier Netting (fully compostable)' supported by bamboo canes.
Mulching
Plant beds to be mulched with 100mm deep green waste compost, mulch grade, to PAS 100 or 100mm conifer bark mulch
100mm down with a maximum of 20% fines (below 5mm).
Management
All new planting to be watered as required to maintain it in a healthy condition during the critical first established season.  In
future years watering to be undertaken as required to maintain healthy and vigorous growth.
All dead or dying back trees or shrubs to be replaced with plants to same specification in November following losses.
All areas to be maintained weed free for a minimum of five years with a maximum of four weeks weed growth at any one
time.
Tree stakes to be removed in fourth growing season if possible or the following April. Side branches and basal shoots on
trees to be removed each July to maintain a 2m trunk free of branches. Log piles

Existing

Trees

Proposed

Trees

Hedgerows

Shrub mix

Bulbs

2x Bat boxes - 2F
Schwegler Bat Tube or
similar approved
5x Bird boxes - 2GR
Schwegler Bird Box or
similar approved

Future growth potential

KEY

Grass

Scale Date Drawing number Rev

0487/21/A/31:250@A2
1:500@A4 Dec 2021

Detailed planting plan
with biodiversity enhancements

-
WOODLANDS PARK, GRAVESHAM

Drawing title

Project

Rev  Description    Date

PRELIMINARY

- - -
- - -
- - -
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Digitalis Purpurea ‘Dalmation Purple’
Foxglove ‘Dalmation Purple’

A striking display of nectar rich, pink 
stems,	of	flowers	throughout	the	summer.	
Characteristics:
RHS Pollinator, RHS Merit, perennial.
0.6M height
0.4M spread
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Salix Lanata
Woolly Willow

Slow growing deciduous shrub, with  
silvery leaves and erect, nectar rich,  
catkins in spring.
Characteristics:
RHS Pollinator, RHS Merit, deciduous, 
bushy.
1-1.5M height
1-1.5M spread

Helleborus Foetidus
Stinking Hellebore

An evergreen perennial with branching 
stems and ornate foliage, providing winter 
flowers	and	summer	berries.
Characteristics:
RHS	Pollinator,	RHS	Merit,	fruiting,	 
evergreen, bushy.
0.5-1M height
0.1-0.5M spread

Primulus Vulgare
Primrose

A	perrenial	that	forms	a	rosette	of	bright	
yellow	star	shaped	flowers	in	spring	and	
tongue- shaped leaves.
Characteristics:
RHS Merit, semi-evergreen, clumping.
0.1m height
0-0.1m spread

Planting Schedule

Species Height Pot 
Size

Specification Density

Digitalis	purpurea	'Dalmation	
Purple'

1-1.5L CG 4/m²

Helleborus	foetidus 3L CG 4/m²

Primula vulgaris 1-1.5L CG 4/m²

Salix lanata 40-
60cm

10L CG 4/m²

NATIVE SUN SM1

Planting Design
This	planting	scheme	features	a	sequence	of	bright	colour	and	contrast	
throughout the year, surrounded by green and blue foliage. 
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Campanula Glomerata ‘Caroline’
Clustered Bellflower ‘Caroline’

A spreading perennial producing up-
right	clusters	of	flowery	and	leafy	stems	
throughout the summer.
Characteristics:
RHS Pollinator, RHS Merit, perennial.
0.1-0.5M height
0.5-1M spread
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Luzula Sylvatica
Great Wood-Rush

Provides vibrant greenery to an area with 
its long narrow leaves and panicles of 
brown	flowers	throughout	the	summer.
Characteristics:
Evergreen, clump-forming.
0.5-1M height
1-1.5M spread

Dryopteris afffinis ‘Crispa Congesta’
Scaly Male Fern ‘Crispa Congesta’

Semi-evergreen, curling and crisped 
compact foliage providing unique green 
ground cover.
Characteristics:
RHS Merit, evergreen, bushy.
0.1-0.5M height
0.1-0.5M spread

Galanthus Nivalis
Common Snowdrop

Delicately fragranced, white, bell shaped 
flowers	drooping	over	the	narrow	green	
foliage.
Characteristics:
RHS Pollinator, RHS Merit, fragranced.
0.1-0.5M height
0-0.1M spread

Planting Schedule

Species Height Pot Size Specification Density

Campanula glomerata 
'Caroline'

3L CG 4/m²

Dryopteris	affinis	'Crispa	
Congesta'

30-
40cm

10L CG 4/m²

Galanthus nivalis CG 4/m²

Luzula	sylvatica 2L CG 4/m²

NATIVE PART SHADE SM1

Planting Design

This	planting	scheme	consists	of	contrasts	in	colour	and	textures,	with	the	
curling Dryopteris providing a eye catchingly green backdrop, fronted by 
the	flowering	Campanula.	The	Luzula	will	add	height	and	complimentary	
tones	throughout	the	year,	flowing	in	between	wider	areas.	In	winter,	the	
Galanthus	will	frame	the	bed	until	mid	spring.
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Pulmonaria Longifolia
Narrow Leaved Lungwort

A semi evergreen perennial, with long, 
narrow leaves and dense clusters of  
flowers	from	spring	onwards.
Characteristics:
RHS Pollinator, semi evergreen, bushy.
0.1-0.5M height
0.1-0.5M spread

Planting Schedule

Species Height Pot 
Size

Specification Density

Dryopteris	filix-mas 30-
40cm

10L CG 4/m²

Galanthus nivalis CG 4/m²

Luzula	sylvatica 2L CG 4/m²

Pulmonaria longifolia 3L CG 4/m²

Planting Design

This scheme incorporates some delicate colours, as well as bright and 
vivid	evergreen	interest	into	shaded	areas	that	are	usually	a	little	darker.	
With the bright Galanthus, followed by purple splashes of colour from 
the Pulmonaria in early summer. The Luzula will stand boldly in between, 
offering	height	and	late	summer	interest.

NATIVE SHADE SM2
Dryopteris Afffinis ‘Crispa Congesta’
Scaly Male Fern ‘Crispa Congesta’

Semi-evergreen, curling and crisped 
compact foliage providing unique green 
ground cover.
Characteristics:
RHS Merit, evergreen, bushy.
0.1-0.5M height
0.1-0.5M spread

Galanthus Nivalis
Common Snowdrop

Delicately fragranced, white, bell shaped 
flowers	drooping	over	the	narrow	green	
foliage.
Characteristics:
RHS Pollinator, RHS Merit, fragranced.
0.1-0.5M height
0-0.1M spread

Luzula Sylvatica
Great Wood-Rush

Provides vibrant greenery to an area with 
its long narrow leaves and panicles of 
brown	flowers	throughout	the	summer.
Characteristics:
Evergreen, clump-forming.
0.5-1M height
1-1.5M spread
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For illustrational purposes only. Actual colours and layout may differ from that shown.
© Playcubed 2022, all rights reserved. This design is the sole property of Playcubed, and may not be shown to any third party without prior permission.

Gravesham Borough Council
A bespoke play space design for 
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From: Norris, Melanie
To: Francis-Beard, Julie
Subject: Fwd: Bench
Date: 18 February 2022 14:15:02
Attachments: image003.png

 

 
Nicole  Arthur
Service Manager (Housing Operations)
nicole.arthur@gravesham.gov.uk
01474 33 79 28
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